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ABSTRACT
This work describes a method for Landsat images classifica-
tion, set up after some years of experience in Italy, parts
cularly in the thematic cartography field.
This method consists of two parts:
- a first part concerning the training sets selection,
- a second part concerning the classification itself.
Training sets are selected by means of a feedback feature
selection procedure, employing a method of conditioned hie-
rarchical classification for evaluating the differences be
tween them and their representativeness in the scene.
Classification is performed through K-means algorithm, duly
improved and integrated by methods for eliminating nonsi-
gnificant classes, for merging similar classes, for increa-
sing the convergence.
SOMMARIO
Questo lavoro illustra un metodo per la classificazione del
1e immagini Landsat, messo a panto dopo alcuni anni di espe
rienza in particolare sulla cartoorafia tematica in Italia.
Due sono le parts essenziali del metodo:
- la prima riguarda la selezione del "training sets",
- la seconda, invece, la classificazione propriamente det-
ta.
I "training sets" vengono individuati mediante una procedu-
*-a di selezione Belle caratteristiche, utilizzando un meto-
do di classificazione gerarc'^ica condizionata per valutare
la lord diversit y
 e la loco rappresentativ=t^ nella scena.
La classificazione propriamente detta viene effettuata me-
diante 1'algoritmo Belle K-medie, opportunamente migliorato
nella logica e integrato con metodi per eliminare le classi
non significative, per fondere le classi simili, per accele
rare la convergenza.
1.
1. INTRODUCTION
Automatic classification methods of Landsat data ^sn be divided
into supervised or unsupervised, depending on whether or not
spectral signatures extracted by homogeneous sample areas are
available for training a classifier.
Considerable literature exists on these methods and on relevant
ad^•:.^tages and disadvantages.
I^^ :elation •to the expected results, the main limit of supervi-
sed techniques consists in the extraction of representative spe
ctral signatures in sample areas with small dimensions or with
hard geophysical characteristics. On the other hand, the unsu-
pervised techniques do not allow to obtain satisfactory results
as supervised techniques. In fact, they do not require initial
information about ground-truth and user intervention to control
their running is limited. These techniques start with raw data
and group pixels into homogeneous sets. The correspondence bet-
ween these sets and ground-truth data is established in a se-
cond step.
Therefore, the best classification approach seems to be the one
for which supervised and unsupervised techniques are c:viwiried
for obta.ininq
 the best results.
^ 1•he purpose of this paper is to describe a Landsat data classi-
fication method, based on previous consi3era*_ions and set up of
ter some years of experience in Italy, particularly in the the-
matic cartography field.
This method consists of two parts concerning:
i	 - training sets selection,
- classification itself.
Both parts require an user intervention to control their run-
ning.
+	 Training sets are selected by means of a learning procedure, ba
sed on a feedback system.
Classification requires decisions on: metric selection, elimina
tion of non-significant classes, fusion of similar classes, al-
gorithm convergence.
2. TRAINING SETS SELECTION
THE BASIC CRITEP.IA
The procedure for training sets selection consists in using mi-
nimam-entropy transformation of pair contiguous spectral bards
in different steps (refer to Zandonella + Sellman, 1°?°).
A first step concerns the presentation, on an image processing
system video display, of the color composite of the transformed
images.	
1The ar.a1^. •sls of these images permits to identify the 	 positior.
aad the e::tension of sample areas (e.g. training sets).
-^.
^`	
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A second step concerns the evaluation of their uniqueness and
their representativeness in the scene. This process is effec-
ted by a feedback loop (see Figure 1) using:
- feature vectors of spectral band pair, generated via min.
entropy method, as input data;
- a conditioned hierarchical classification method for trai-
ning sets evaluation.
THE CONCEPT OF MINIMUM-ENTROPY TRANSFORMATION APPLIED TO LAND
SAT DATA
Consider K pattern classes to be recognized.
Assume that each of the K pattern populatic^s is characterized
by a normal probability density function and the covariance
matrices, describing the statistics of the classes, are equal.
Let (fiX 2) , for Landsat satellite data, be a matrix of "n" pi-
xels ifi 2 pair contiguous spectral bands.
The basic idea of the mP±hcie^ c-c^nSi atS of r^Ptarmi ni ncI a 1 i r.Par
transformation vector 2A11 which operates on nX2 to yield
an image vector Y ll s^o that the relevant po^ula^ion entro
py (used as measu^e'of intraset dispersion of the classes) is
minimized. This transformation may be written as:
(nY1 )	 (n^; 2) ^ (2A1 )
If one assumes a multivariate normal distribution for each pat
tern population, this function is characterized by its wear.
vector and covariance matrix which is, in turn, chura^terized
by its eigenvGlues and eigenvectors. These eigenvectors carry
the information describing the properties of the patterns un-
der consideration.
Zn relation to tris, it is possible to find a function along
which the projection of the dispersion ellipses of the pat-
tern classes are separated the most and inflated the least.
This discriminant property can be graphically shown, for pair
contiguous bands, as in Figure 2.
?'or minimum-entropy model, the length of this function is e-
qual to the smallest eigenvalue of the covariance matrix, ^,^-ii
le the orientation is due to the associate eigenvector.
In fact, the entropy function of
	 Y11 is minimized when we
select this type of eigenvtctor for'forming the 	 transforma
tion ^•ector	 A	 (refer to Tou + Iieydcrn, 1 967 , or iou, 1969) .
The vector o^ 2 S^i^ component, so calculated for pair contiguo-
us bands, is used as feature vector for training sets evalua-
tion prefer again to Zandorella + Sellraan, 1979) .
L
3.
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FORrYAL DESCRIFTION OF THE PROCEDURE FOR TRAINING SETS EVALUATION
Let be:
G'q E G q	 The q-th group of N-q training sets. Cn this gro-
up we would evaluate the dissimilarity degree.
G"q E G 
q 
The q-th group of two elements: e.g. the entire
scene and the cumulated behaviour of the training
sets. On this group we would evaluate the simila-
rity degree.
rS q( ti , t j )1 	 The correlation coefficient matrix between the e-
lL JJ laments (t i ,t.), di,j and for i^j. Each element
is characterised by the above indicated six compo
nent feature vector.
The correlation coefficients are used as measures
of similarity and/or dissimilarity between(ti,tj).
This procedure, derived from a modification to Johnson algorithm
(see Johnson, 1967), consists of the following steps:
Step 1
Finn rwn P1PmPnts of G' more correlated.
If t and t' are these elements, then the fullowing relation is
satisfied: 1
Sq (ti ,t' i ) < Sq ( tk , tl ) for ^ (t}c,tl?E G' q x G'q
and for ( tk , t l ) ^ (ti,t'i)
Step 2
Fusion of t, and t' i in one element that we indicate by the sym-
bol .(ti,t' i^
Step 3
Define the ensemble G' 	 which has the same elements of G' mi-
nus t, and t' i . These ^^ements are replaced in G' q+1 by thegele-
ment ^t i , t' i^ .
Step 4
Compute the max correlations between the N-q-1 elements of GQ+,^o
defined. If for dt^, ,tlE G' Q+1 ,where tk ^ tl and t,^,tl ^ ^ti,t'i^,^^e ha
^.	 -
Sq+1 ( tk , t l ) = Sq(tk,tl)
the max correlation is the o:^e which satisfies the fallowing re-
lation:
S ^^ (tk ,	 t i ,t' iZ) _ ^:ax	 S o (t^,t i ) ► S (tk,t`i)
q	 ^	 S	 ^ -
	
q
i	
Step 5
i	 Reiterate again.
i	 4.
The procedure is terminated when the esemble jG' q ,G" q^E Gq has
the following characteristics: 	 r
- G' exceed the threshold;
- G"q don't exceed the threshold.
t
Othe^wise we select new training sets.
1
The results of this procedure may be represented diagrammati-
cally as in Figure 3.
This figure summarizes the relationship between every pair of
grougs ( training sets, entire scene and cumulative behaviour
of training sets) in dendrogram form, for a visual evaluation
of the training sets.
OUTPUT OF THE TRAINING SETS SELECTION PROCEDURE
So selected training sets are considered as prototypes of re-
levant classes. They are characterized by measures concerning
mainly their position into the spectral bands space (or tran-
sformed space via a factor analysis method), their dispersion
and their intersection.
Measures of position and dispersion are, respectively:
- means vector of spectral bands,
- covariance matrix among bands.
Measure of intersection between training sets pair is the Sw a
in-Fu distance (refer to Swain + Fu, 1970) .
The interest for this measure justifies a short analytical de
scrip ion.
Assume, for a generic class prototype, that:
,w	 is the means vector,
C	 is the covariance matrix,
N	 is the number of spectral bands used.
The Swain-Fu distance between two classes prototypes i and j
is defined as:
S^ ^ /ui /
u I^
D. + D.i
where, for a generic clads prototype:
D =
This measure is important, from a numerical point of view, far
evaluating similar training sets that in the scene are diffe-
rent. This may be due, for instance, to the fact that they a-
re selected in areas witl! different geophysical
	
characteri-
'	 sties.
In fact, the relationships between Swain-Fu distance a^ld in-
tersectian;'separatior. between t^.c classes prototypes are:
5.
SF 0.	 intersecting for 100$
SF 0.5	 intersecting for 50$
SF	 1.	 incidents
^+	 SF > 1 .	 separated .
3. CLASSIFICATION
FORMAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURE
The algorithm used is based on the minimization of the sum of
square error of all p i xels, in a class domain, respect to the
relevant center. This procedure, known as K-means algorithm,
has been duly improved to the aim of reducing the computer t i
me and minimizing the classification error.
Assume that:
x	 is a generic pixel to classify.
Si	 is the 1-th class of x at the iterative step I.
^IGI	 is the means veer of the S^ class.
The essential steps of the procedure are the following:
Step 1
Input of the means vectors and the covariance matrices for all
class prototypes.
Step 2
Compute, fob each class, the max diameter of the dispersion el
lipsoid, to use as correction factor of the distance func-
tions.
Step 3
Assign x to the 1-th class using the relation:
D (x -^i) ^ D (x ^G[.m) dl -c m
where D is the Euclidean or Mahalanobis distance function du-
ly corrected.
Step 4
If required, fusion of similar classes.
Otherwise go to Step 5.
Step 5
If required, elimination of non-significant classes 	 and/or
classes with pixels scattered at randam in the scene.
Otherwise go to Step G.
Step 6
Co^^oute, for each class, the means vector and the	 covariance
matrix, to use at the iterative step I+1, such that the 	 sung
of square errors from all pixF_:.s ir. Si to the new relevant ce_ri_
ter is minimized.
i 6.
Namely:
[Min] ^ix -^1+1) 2 yl
xE Sl	 I
Sample means vector and'sample covariance matrix of S minimize
this function (refer to Tou + Gonzales, 1974). Therefore they
are used as new position and dispersion measures.
Step 7
If there are no significant differences between the classescen
tern at the iterative steps I and I+1, the algorithm has con-
verged and the procedure is terminated.
Otherwise go to Step 2.
DISTANCE FUNCTIONS
Assume that:
x	 is a generic pixel to classify,
^l	 is the means vector of the 1-th class,
M	 is the number of spectral bands to use in t'^e classifica-
„_Llvil,
Wl	is an M-dimension quadratic form of 1-th class, defined
as positive,
Q11	is the max diameter of the 1-th class dispersion ellipso
id.
The distance function between x and^l,G 1 is defined as:
^1	 1	 /ul ]	 1
where f (Q! l ) is a correction factor.
f-function is limited, monotonic and decreasing with the 	 ra-
tio:
In relation to this, ^ has been evaluated, for each class, as
two times the sum of tFie spectral banns unbiased sample varian
ces:
^^=2	 (c^)2	 bl
i=
It is possible to demonstrai:e (refer again to Tou + Gonzales,
1 974 ) that Q! 1 is the int:raset distance for the 1-th class 	 of
pixels.
Different are the criteria of choosing the elements	 (weight)
of wl (refer also tt^ Zaridonella, 1979) .
a. If there are no correl^3tiens among binds, then j, l is chosen
as ar. identit^^ matrix.
w7.
D(x - 1^ ) becomes the Euclidean distance.
b. If there are correlations among bands, W 1 is chosen as the in
verse of covariance matrix of the 1-th class, in order to de-
correlate them.
D(x - mil ) becomes the Mahalanobis distance.
c. If the spectral bands are not comparable each other, because
for instance they refer to different acquisition times, it is
necessary to prescale them. In this case W l is chosen as a di
agonal matrix, whose elements are inversely proportional tD thQ
variance of these bands.
D (x -^lGl) becomes the weighted Euclidean distance .
FUSION OF SIMILAR CLASSES
Simi^ar classes are merged using two different methods. That is:
1	 - Swain - Fu distance or
- a statistical test.
In the first case, fusion is effected in relation to the inter-
,	 section percent of similar classes, checked during the training
sets selection procedure.
In the secc:^i^u case, fusic : is effected wir_?^out user interventi-
i	 on.
The tested hypothesis is the one for which there are no signifi-
cant differences between means vectors of two generic classes K
and 1.
Hotelling T2 test is used for this evaluation, where:
N	 NT 2	 NK + N1	
^-K /__1)T	 s -1 • T K ^1)
K	 1	 %^-
and for:
N	 the number of pixels of a generic class,
^^	 the means vector of a generic class,
S	 the pooled covariance matrix of the classes K and 1.
Degrees of freedom are:
2 and NK+Nl-2-1
while the significance level is 0.05.
ELI":INATION OF NON-SIGNIFICANT CLASSES AND/OR GLASSES WITH PI-
XELS SCATTERED AT RAtJDOM IN THE SCENE
In these cases it is possible to assume the hypothesis that the
observed distributions of classified pixels are those expected
from random sampling of a Poisson distribution.
It is known thst the variance of a Poisson distribution is, 	 i:^t	 theory, equal to the mean, for which ^r a ^^2an represents t.'^e uni
:..__.-
_z_^
_	 __
__^
8.
que parameter necessary for defining this distribution. This
fact permits to evaluate the characteristics of one distribu
tion comparing mean and variance, therefore a mean signifi-
cantly different from a variance sets up non-randomness in
the dispersions of the observed population.
In relation to this, it is possible to analyze the two cases
as follows.
1-st case. Classes with a non -significant number of pixels.
The reduction in the number of points of one class implies a
reduction of the difference between mean and variance, for
which the points distribution approximates the Poisson di-
stribution.
2-nd case. Classes with pixels scattered at random in .the
scene.
In this case the mean is not significantly different from
the variance, for which the pixels distribution tend to a Po
isson distribution.
For both cases the `ested hypothesis is the one for which the
re are no significant differences between mean and variance
The test used is:	 2
fm	
- P (m^ , )	 d lz ^ ^ ^^	 i^xl
	
i	 p (mil)
where:
mil	 is the mean of pixels, belonging to the 1-th class,
for the spectral band i
p(mil )	 is the estimated mean using the Poisson distribu-
tion.
Degrees of freedom are:
Number of spectral bands-2
and 0.05 is the level of significance.
COrNERGENCE TEST
The criteria used for the algorithm convergence is based on
the statistical analysis of the classes centers changing in tti^
contiguous iterative steps.
The tested hypothesis is the one for whic:^ th ere zre no sigr.i
f icant differences betweer. the classes centers distributicns
at iterative steps I and I+1.
1
^	 X2 test is used, to verify this hypot^esis, where:
I	 Z+1 22 - ;r (mil - mil )
	
i,l	
^'^ii1
g.
and for:
mi l the mean of the pixels, belonging to the 1-th class, for
i	 the spectral band i at the iterative step I.
Degrees of freedom are:	 .
,.	 Number of classes x Number of spectral bands-1
while 0.05 is the level of significance.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The described method for classifying Landsat data is based on
the criteria by which supervised and unsupervised techniques a
re combined for obtaining the best results.
To this aim, the method requires a large user intervention for
analyzing images data and, consequently, for deciding the type
of mathematic operators to use in the p:•o^edure.
Particular techniques are utilized, lboth for training sets se-
lection/evaluation and for metrics correction, for elimination
of non-significant classes, for fusion of f • imilar classes.
In relation to the above, this paper intends to give not only
a methodological contribution to the classification problem,
but also to invite the develop,nent of new techniques for obta-
ining a correct equilibrium between classification	 accuracy
and computer time reduction.
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FIGt1RE 3 - Example of dendrogr4^ms oatained after the
hierarchical classification.
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not representative of the entire sce-
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